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Abstract 

 

Celebrity participation in advertisement is important in that modern market for good recognition and 

developing good image of product in consumer mind. The objective of study is expose contribution of 

famous person endorsement in purchase intention. In this study   main focus on personality endorsement 

also effect on buying intention. Pakistani and Indian celebrity with their attributes utilized and support so 

we analyze impact on purchase intention. One thirty two sample was taken to evaluate the difference 

among India and Pakistan celebrity support impact on purchase intention. Comparable/ similar brand are 

picked which are embraced by Pakistan and India celebrities independently. After effect of the examination 

demonstrated that endorsement through Pakistani and Indian famous people has comparable and very little 

noteworthy effect on buying intention expectation in Pakistan less significant distinction by nation origin of 

famous person. In this study find out that celebrity attributes are not much important for purchase intention 

very little impact on purchase intention for existing items  yet quality brand image are they key components 

for expectation  to purchase intention. 

 

Keywords: Famous Person, Attributes, Endorsement.  

   

Introduction 
 

Advertisement is the power of developing awareness and concerning what is suggest in platform to 

convince for purchasing.  Most of studies have same aspect the celebrity participation in any ads in fruitful 

consequences and likeability on buying behavior. (Menon et allafferty and Golsmith 1992). The publicity 

impress consumer to consume product. Advertiser trust on that celebrity use in any ad become more 

attractive because messages convey by personality gain extra consideration. Celebrity see in any ad that ad 

will be remember in the mind The purchase intention of customer will be change if advertiser used 

celebrity in ads and also more effective from other. Famous person are use in advertisement are more 

effective to pay money for brand and customer present their connection with brand. (Raza, Md Isa, & Huda 

Bt Abd Rani, 2019). Created best and effective way of promotion if we add celebrity in advertisement its 

get more concentration from large number of target customer, that helps up to acquiring of brand also 

remember the brand. 

 

Advertiser use plenty of cash on celebrity endorsement and advertiser trust in celebrity because that person 

is a spokesperson for its product and attract target customer for its brand. Celebrity build up a positive 

relationship because consumer believe on that person. Determinants of celebrity endorsement effect many 

variable and also interlink with endorser. Trustworthiness, congruity, physical appearance, expertise many 

other variable effect the celebrity endorsement. Best method of promotion of product is celebrity 

endorsement. When consumer see the famous person more attractive and his/her attention will be positive 

and purchase intention will be in crease. Place any famous person as a modal in ads to transfer its message 
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are called endorser and famous person mean celebrity who are individual and famous person in public who 

entertain open discernment, who treat this observation on the behalf of customer product engaging with an 

advertisement is called "Celebrity endorser". 

 

Advertiser basically present the culture of our country and value of that culture. Publicly concede person, 

affect picture that are appreciate and audience get interest toward called celebrity. Celebrity convince the 

person because of their attractiveness power and audience trust on celebrity. Advertiser used the publicly 

concede person to get consideration also attract public by product or advertisement because celebrity 

expressing any product in ad audience attract more as match up to simple person called celebrity 

endorsement. Celebrity endorsement define as acquisition of celebrities or connection of celebrity for its 

publicity.  Advertiser must need that character of famous person and product must match. Advertisement 

are more popular if famous person are used in ad and it has many benefit like audience are more believe on 

celebrity then enhance the  purchase intention  if matchup between product and celebrity  are not audience 

attraction will be decrease  and  effect on purchase intention. If Celebrities have well looking and they 

attract the consumer by appearance, and congruity with product which develop value in customer mind. 

Purchase intention will be increase if endorsers are good looking attractive and they affect positive .(Lord, 

Putrevu, & Collins, 2019) . 

 

Celebrity characteristic impact on effectiveness of ads message and it‟s behave and purchase intention 

(Santos, Barros, & Azevedo, 2019. Celebrities have good physical look then good looking person attract 

more people in advertisement. If Celebrities have well looking and they attract the consumer by 

appearance, and congruity with product which develop value in customer mind. Due to celebrity cultural 

sameness and deeply attraction with famous person and top brand endorsement done by Indian stars in 

Pakistan mass media. The different dimension of celebrity endorsement effect on purchasing behavior. 

celebrities use in advertisement may helpful to customer remember the advertisement and brand.(Malodia, 

Singh, Goyal, & Sengupta, 2017)Credibility and expertise two most effective source of endorser and effect 

on purchase intention.  

 

Celebrities in advertisement  is most good commercial opposite to simple ad(Paul & Bhakar, 2018). 

Celebrity endorsement create awareness of product and brand. Personality with expertise and convey 

trustful message then, satisfied customer with brand and increase intention of purchase. Celebrity 

endorsement is the most important tool in ad.(Rahman, 2018) Advertiser assume the personality are using 

to endorse increase the purchase and also enhance the awareness of product. Person display in 

advertisement its impact its impact bounce culture to culture. Therefore if any famous personality support 

any product well know and fruitful for competitive market (Gheysari et al, 2012). If enhance market share 

maximum number of the famous brand use celebrities in advertisement.  

 

In Pakistan media like every day by Katerina Kapoor. Qmobile, by Shaid Kapoor , Sun Silk by Alia Bhatt, 

Lux by Katrina Kaif, Fahad Mustafa for Every Day, Qmobile by Maria khan, Sun Silk by Mawra Hoccain 

all have one  aim are product  purchase and  product preference and easily recall product. In above 

discussion show a vivid image about the Pakistani celebrities and Indian celebrity for competitive brand. 

Celebrities are the picture of over culture and that present the value of culture. In Pakistan Indian superstar 

are much popular in mass media. Image of Indian celebrities rises this sort of attachment like Kareena 

Kapoor, Saif Ali Khan, and Deepika Padukone. We make Comparison between Indian or homeland 

celebrities are effective toward purchasing decision and capturing attention. This analysis appropriate and 

show that which celebrities endorsement were more effective in purchase intention either homeland or 

Indian celebrities. 

 

Problem statement 

 

The celebrity relation create how strong customer relation to the mother land celebrity our country 

(Pakistan) and Hindustani celebrity. They endorse in Pakistan and its impact ongoing product. We make 
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comparison local celebrity and Indian celebrities are more capturing effective and beneficial to the 

purchase intention of Pakistan. 

 

Literature Review 

 
Dimensions of Celebrity Endorsement 

 

Purchase intention: 

 

Negative circumstance with celebrity endorse effect on adverse buying behavior (Lafferty and Goldsmith, 

1999). According to (Yoon rt al., 1998) attractiveness has more impact on power of purchase intention. 

From pervious available information is that celebrity in ad effect buying behavior of customer. 

Congruency, believability and physical appearance of celebrity has good impact of purchasing behavior.  

 

In contrast of Pakistan and India celebrities if one of celebrity are physical attractiveness or other is 

considered more believable. Increasing appearance of Indian celebrities in Pakistani media provide idea 

that company got profit. Same time also seen celebrities in similar brand. It is consider that famous 

person/stars of both India and Pakistan are own value, position an also influence in buying intention.  

 

The use of celebrity in advertisement of product satisfy the viewers and rise purchase intention. (Abbas, 

2018)Celebrity are used endorse brand with increased possibilities to draw customer attention, impact 

customer behavior .(Osei-frimpong, Donkor, & Owusu-frimpong, 2019) 

 

Physical appearance 

 

The study shows a physical appearance change the attitudes of consumer (Lynn r. Kahlepamela m. Homer, 

2015). , “Beauty is leading a way of establishment” (Ohanian. 1991). Physical attractiveness of celebrity 

receive great social evaluation and position. Physical appearance has good consequences on customer 

attitude (Ohanian, 1991) Attractiveness is fundamental relation between human and business. (Lee, 

Yurchisin, & Lin, 2010). 

 

 Physical appearance of famous person make good results an individual demonstration and mindful their 

own appealing personality. These ideal good are connect with individual's physical look for example 

dresses, hair hues, and forth abundantly affected by outlook of superstar. Personality intends to change 

conduct (Menon et al., 2001). Looking of   super star are upgrade the viability of commercial.  

 

Physical attractiveness is interlink with individual first perception and convey to other person which show 

the particular aspect of endorse. 9Bardia et al., 2011).The physical appearance argue that the physical look 

of celebrities rely the strength of advertising message. Appeal of celebrity have additionally impact on 

inclination and buy aim then unattractive celebrities.  (Hennigs & Wiedman., 2010)  The appearances of 

celebrity create the brand that they were endorsing awareness (McCormick, 2016). 

 

The appearance increased the connection to celebrity and positive development in purchase intention.  

(McCormick, 2016).    On the opposite side, Pakistan famous person has own priority in this view internal 

social restriction and culture cutoff point. Source of attractiveness attributes to the endorser‟s looking, 

identify, likeability, and comparable to consumer, in this manner to the apparent social esteem (Salomon, 

2002). The capability of a message trust on source, commonality, agreeability, similitude and physical 

looking to the respondents (Ohanian, 1990). Physical appearance has been a meaningful topic of research in 

social science including behavior change research (Bersheid and Walster1974). 
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Trustworthiness/credibility  

 

Trustworthiness is the level of believe or most important and useful tool to make a consumer more positive 

about product. Advertiser prefer choose celebrities among high characteristics of credibility along with 

honesty. (Shimp, 2003).  Relationship develop in marketing field with the base of experience and trust. (S. 

Wang, Beatty, & Foxx, 2004). Trustworthiness is most useful and powerful instrument to make the 

consumer more satisfied by product(Suki, 2014). The celebrity trustworthiness will be increase in the 

perception of the customer is that celebrity endorse use the product. Trustworthiness associated 

believability and honesty of endorse(Jamil & Hassan, 2018). 

 

If trust on celebrity also reduce effect of good and bad. Interesting factor that influence on c personality is 

clear by Desphande and Stayman (1994) ethnic gathering is that the level of attention on person is 

automatically higher than endorser from any cultural gathering. It signify celebrity has a place same local 

having target those groups are more credible. In the case of Pakistan and India celebrity act in ad  it is 

affecting  broad number of same thing  existing in same region some case (Shahrukh Khan, Salman Khan 

and Shahid Afridi) but difference of religious also noticed (Kareena and Mahnoor Balooch). 

Trustworthiness aide in celebrity and success an endorser. (McCormick, 2016).  

 

Celebrity in commercial with more credibility, believability or expertise. Customer has normally feeling   

that celebrity are credibility source of communicating message. Erdogan (1999) say that trustworthiness is 

not specific way but valuable way having positive effect on purchase. The source of credibility depend 

upon the creation of  statement an advertisement or also rely on perception dimension of dependability and 

ability of an endorser (McCormick, 2016) Trustworthiness rely to believability of endorser. 

 

Credibility depend in likeability‟s expertise and attractiveness (X. Wang & Yang, 2010). If such a people is 

expert in his/her field so he she is defend more persuasive.Source credibility " capability of message 

developed relationship between ability and trust of celebrity. "(Rahman, 2018) source credibility means 

customer accept that endorser convey real information. 

 

Celebrity Congruity 

 

congruence is a relationship between brand endorsing and celebrity endorsing(Malodia et al., 2017). 

Congruence among the brand and celebrity is required for creating effective endorsement.(Malodia et al., 

2017). Attractiveness depend on congruity characteristic among the celebrity and user making the 

advertisement being persuasiveness (Pradhan, Kapoor, & Moharana, 2017).  

 

The existence of congruence lead the information about product which turn and affect the consequences of 

purchase intention. Customer are more satisfied to product if they trust for that what endorsed by celebrity 

is really used by the celebrity and their consequences are easily seen by their personality. The customer 

suppose congruity among product and celebrity endorse or which type of product they endorse.  Celebrity 

endorsement depend number of different element such as congruity and product(Paul & Bhakar, 2018).  

 

Congruity means the match between available endorser and characteristic associated with brand(Paul & 

Bhakar, 2018).This type of congruity effect positively attack on consumer. Congruity concerns the 

differentiate between actual performance and characteristic of product(Islam, Hameed, Khokhar, Attiq, & 

Sheikh, 2018). Congruity of the product is related to purchase intention. (Zarantonello et al., 2016). 

Customer more like that attitudes toward brand and match celebrity personality.(Pradhan, Duraipandian, & 

Sethi, 2016).  

 

Positive relationship develop if congruity between product/brand and celebrity. According to Fortini-

campbell 1992 argue that consumer consume those product which is related with personality .Celebrity 

personality, attractiveness match to the product increase the purchase intention. In transformational 
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advertising congruity between the celebrities are most important. Consumer identify the source of 

congruity with product is much important (Kamins and Gupta, 1994). Brand celebrity supports congruence, 

match up and its effectiveness (Roy, 2006). 

 

 Celebrity match up with product is most important and all attributes apply to celebrity strengthening 

acceptability also credibility of celebrity. (Kamins, 1990; Kotler, 1997)Congruence in demographic like 

age that help the customer to relate the celebrity therefore may developed a positive attitude than its 

increase purchase intention. Congruency between celebrity and product as more match up factor(Hennigs 

& Wiedman., 2010) ,”Incongruent  endorsers performance are not better than high  consistent ones” (Jagre 

et al., 2001). It is imperative to match up among famous person and product so it‟s called a good 

advertisement otherwise audience forget the celebrity and also product. 

 

Celebrity Expertise 

 

The celebrities expertise level is not important ;rather, it recommended that what element are customer 

image of celebrities (Hennigs & Wiedman., 2010). Celebrities expertise develop a relationship between  the 

brand and the celebrity  although choosing an athlete and endorser means appearance of celebrities  also the 

appearance about sport and personality do important pert for developing a good response of customer(Paul 

& Bhakar, 2018). Normally expertise are mostly impact on purchase intention commonly informational 

product like oven washing machine but not on transformational product like clothing chocolate etc. 

(McCormick, 2016)  

 

Endorser's expertise has important effect on consumer (Ohanian1990).The celebrity defend product has 

experience and knowledge so she/he will power to differentiate and pursue strong believability. Consumer 

strong believe in person which is practically involve in advocating area. Belch and Belch (1994)Expertise 

is a cognition level and rely to knowledge , skill and possessed by endorser(Eisend & Langner, 2010). 

 

Celebrity skill most significant cause to find out its impact on beneficiary data .Expertise occur from 

experience training and spokesperson in the field. Expertise refer to knowledge  and 

competence.(Mcginnies & Ward, 1980). Expertise attributes to sources of perceived skill(X. Wang & 

Yang, 2010). 

 

Conceptual Framework: 

 

On the basis of literature review we develop model Figure 1 show that relationship between one dependent 

variable that is purchase intention and independent variables are celebrity physical/attractiveness, 

trustworthiness/credibility, and congruity, expertise. 
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Hypothesis 
 

On the basis of model we assume that following relationship can exist between dependent and independent 

variables. 

 

HO: Physical attractiveness cause negative reflection on purchase intention. 

H1:  Physical attractiveness cause positive reflection on purchase intention. 

HO: Celebrity credibility cause negative reflection on purchase intention. 

H1: Celebrity credibility cause positive reflection on purchase intention. 

HO: Celebrity expertise cause negative reflection on purchase intention.       

H1:  Celebrity expertise cause positive reflection on purchase intention.            

H0: Celebrity congruity cause negative reflection on purchase intention.  

H1: Celebrity congruity cause positive reflection on purchase intention. 

 

Methodology 
 

Data Collection 

 

Primary data is collected from self-administrated questionnaire and secondary data is collected form 

researches on that topic. 

 

Population 

 

For achieving the reason for study information is gathered from university student. Questionnaire were 

appropriate to individuals less than 20 and 20 to 40. Fundamental go for choosing the selecting 

sample/population is that youthful population have undeniable care of what is suggest by commercial and 

by whom is upheld so without quite a bit of a stretch review and making linkage and react effectively for 

displayed question .Other hugeness of said population is that they are target potential customer for the thing 

offered by the association 

 

Sample Size 

 

In this exploration think about we select the sample of one hundred forty for which 140 inquiry were 

distributed from which one hundred thirty two (132) questionnaire are go received back from which (132) 

are useable. From 140 questionnaire (132) are useable and remaining (8) questionnaire (5) are not 

completed and 2 questionnaire are not return. . Convenient sampling (Non probability) technique is used in 

this research 

 

Design 

 

Disseminated question contain all out Six (6) personality copy every personality on set of question  in 

following way, 3 celebrity from Pakistan and three superstars from India are appropriated  are underwriting 

items in Pakistan social media. Existing Ads in Pakistani mass media are picked effectively review by 

responder. And afterward appropriated examiners with two set each containing one Indian and other 

containing Pakistani famous people thereafter they are advised to fill questionnaire  by making relative 

analysis between given superstars and each individual fill single questionnaire for either Indian celebrities  

or Pakistan celebrity.  It is likewise plainly disclosed to respondents that by this questionnaire we are 

checking the adequacy of celebrity endorsement in Pakistan media (by their nation beginning of superstar). 

One hundred forty two (140) questionnaire are divided in to two categories in which   70 are Pakistani 

questionnaire and 70 are Indian questionnaire. 
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In the case of India celebrity endorsement contain four dimension in which Celebrity physical appearance/ 

Attractiveness, Trustworthiness, Expertise and congruence each and every one contain five items but 

purchase intention  has  four item whereas we select three item because remaining  one is effect the 

reliability. 

 

In case of Pakistan celebrity endorsement contain four dimension in which Celebrity physical 

appearance/Attractiveness, Trustworthiness/credibility, Expertise contain five item and congruence has also 

five item but we select 2 item because of reliability. Purchase intention contain 4 item but we select 2 item 

it because of reliability effect the variable. 

  

Data Analysis 
 

In data analysis   use SPSS software to analyze data and find out demographic analysis, reliability 

regression analysis 

. 

Demographic Analysis 

 

Table 1 A: In case of India 

Gender Frequency Percentage 

Male 28 42 

Female 38 57 

Age Frequency Percentage 

Less than 20 6 9.1 

20 to 30 60 99 

30to 40 0 0 

Total 100 100 

            
Above Table 1 A show in the case of India the demographic of a respondent. Out of 132 respondent (28) 

are male and (38) are female which means (44%) are male and (57%) are female. female. According to the 

survey data summarized, out of 132 respondent (6) were less than 20 age which means that 9.1%. 

Respondent had 60 where above 20-30 age which means that 66%. 

 

Table 1 B: In case of Pakistan 

Gender Frequency Percentage 

Male 29 43 

Female 37 56 

Age Frequency Percentage 

Less than 20 11 16 

20 to 30 55 83 

30 to 40 0 0 

Total 100 100 

 

Above Table 1B show in the case of Pakistan the demographic of a respondent. Out of 132 respondent (29) 

are male and (37) are female which means (43%) are male and (56%) are female. According to the survey 

data summarized, out of 132 respondent (11) were less than 20 age which means that 16%. Respondent had 

55 where above 20-30 age which means that 83%. 
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Reliability Analysis 

 

Table 2 A In Case of India 

Variable Cronbach‟s Alpha No of items 

Celebrity Attractiveness .851 5 

Celebrity Credibility .828 5 

Celebrity Expertise .873 5 

Celebrity Congruity .741 5 

Purchase Intention .741 3 

 

In case of India Table 2 A show that famous person the physical appearance/attractiveness and impact on 

buying intention in the case of India actor and found Cranach‟s alpha (0.851).With respect to credibility / 

trustworthiness (   sincere/Not sincere, reliable/Not reliable etc.) and its cronbach‟s alpha found (0.828) and 

for expertise (skillful/Not skillful, knowledgeable/Un knowledgeable etc.) where cronbach‟s alpha found 

(0.873). Congruity with brand inquiry utilized were (Congruency of superstar with brand is believability 

and cronbach‟s alpha found (0.741). With respect to reaction to celebrity endorsement effect on buying 

intention 3items were utilized and cronbach‟s alpha found (0.741). 

 

Table 2 B In Case of Pakistan 

Variable Cronbach‟s Alpha No of items 

Celebrity Attractiveness .766 5 

Celebrity Credibility .881 5 

Celebrity Expertise .831 5 

Celebrity Congruity .774 2 

Purchase Intention .628 2 

                                                                                        

In case of Pakistan Table 2 B famous person the physical appearance /attractiveness of celebrity and impact 

on buying intention in the case of Pakistani famous person and found cronbach‟s alpha (0.776).With 

respect to credibility / trustworthiness (sincere/Not sincere, reliable /Not reliable etc.) and its cronbach‟s 

alpha found (0.881) and for expertise (skillful/Not skillful, reliable/Un reliable) where cronbach‟s alpha 

found (0.831). Congruity with brand inquiry utilized were (Congruency of superstar with brand is 

believability and cronbach‟s alpha found (0.774) used two items. With respect to reaction to celebrity 

endorsement effect on buying intention 2 items were utilized and cronbach‟s alpha found (0.628). 

 

Result and Analysis: 

                                         

Model summary: 

    

Table 3 A In case of India 

Model R R Square Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error of the Estimate 

1 .593
a
 .352 .309 .92147 

 

The above table 3A of model summary shows that R square is 0.352 which means dependent 

variable purchase intention is 35% explained by independent variables (Celebrity physical 

appearance/attractiveness, celebrity credibility, expertise, celebrity congruity with brand). 

 

Pakistan: 
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  Model R R Square Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error of the Estimate 

1 .583
a
 .339 .296 .95079 

    Table   3 B 

 

The above table 3b of model summary shows that R square is 0.3329which means dependent 

variable purchase intention is 33% explained by independent variables (Celebrity physical 

appearance/attractiveness, celebrity credibility, expertise, celebrity congruity with brand). 

 

 

ANOVA Table 4 India: 

 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 

Regressio

n 

28.118 4 7.029 8.279 .000
b
 

Residual 51.796 61 .849   

Total 79.914 65    

                                                                                                                   Table  4  A 

Above table 4 A shows that value of significance is .000 which is less than .05 and F is 8.279 

which is greater than .57 which means all the independent variable ( Physical 

appearance/attractiveness , expertise celebrity, congruity ,credibility are related to dependent 

variable(purchase intention).  

 

 

Pakistan : 

ANOVA
a 
Table 4 B 

Model Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 

Regression 28.341 4 7.085 7.838 .000
b
 

Residual 55.144 61 .904   

Total 83.485 65    

                                                                                                                          
 

Above table 4 B shows that value of significance is .000 which is less than .05 and F is 7.836 

which is greater than .57 which means all the independent variable ( Physical 

appearance/attractiveness ,expertise, congruity , credibility are related to dependent 

variable(purchase intention).  

 

  Coefficient India:  

Table 5 A Coefficients 

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients 

T Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 

(Constant) .601 .415  1.446 .153 

Celebrity Attractiveness .169 .160 .148 1.057 .295 

Celebrity Credibility .377 .172 .355 2.198 .032 

Celebrity Expertise -.049 .043 -.184 -1.161 .250 

Congruity between Celebrity .465 .185 .340 2.519 .014 
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In above  table 5 A show that in the case of indain celebrity standard coefficient shows how much each 

variable contribute to the model. We can see from the table that time has highest value of beta 46 %, and 

Celebrity credibility 37% also contribute to the model. Celebrity expertise has negative value of beta which 

shows that they do not contribute in the model. 

                                                                                                   

Pakistan: Table 5 B 

                                                                                                

In above  table 5 B show that in the case of indain celebrity standard coefficient shows how much each 

variable contribute to the model. We can see from the table that time has highest value of beta 47 %. 

 

Conculsion 
 

Result of the study analyze that how conflict arise  with literature review but in the context of consumer are 

not attract with  celebrity  in his her look  less effect on purhasement of good in both case india or 

pakistan.Trust on celebrity are also littlely effect on purchase intention  celebrity expertise effect negative 

in case of india means that celebrity are no skill full  and not experienced in that product. Celebrity 

congruency  with brand that varaible effect more than other  its mean it is important that congruity between 

celebrity and product will be must and its  impact on purchase intention. In pakistan context people  

purchase intention based on  experience    brand loyalty and perference on new develop product.  Celebrity 

attributes impact but customer past experienced also  impact then  companies should focus on quality 

which create perferences of consumer. Celebrity endorsement effecting and not doubt it is a good market 

stategy but companies has not essential  to recruit costly celebrity  complete the aim in pakistan .Truly 

needed product will  make which are use long time and make  created good  be attractive less expensive  

and expert model used  to give awareness of product  in market. 

 

Future Scope  
 

We did this research only in university of Haripur from students. This can be conducted from students of 

other institutes as well. This would give us good consideration that how actor endorsement effect on buying 

intention. There were only four independent variables discussed. More variables can also be considered if 

someone want to do a research on this field. Aside from this it is a kept report to one nation so change in 

population determination consequences may different. A comparative study for India also Pakistan 

superstar instruction run at same time because of time constraint here longitudinal concentrate might be 

compelling. . Entrenched supported brands are chosen for new celebrities where new brands may have 

various outcomes. I can just pick up similar brand in which Indian and Pakistani celebrity are both endorse  

in same commercial , for my research but those people who want to do a research on this field so they can 

choose  competitive brand and  in these brand celebrity act on that  competitive brand . 

 

 

 

Model Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

T Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 

(Constant) .279 .448  .622 .536 

Celebrity Attractiveness .109 .193 .074 .566 .573 

Celebrity Credibility .194 .157 .179 1.230 .223 

Celebrity Expertise .051 .191 .039 .267 .791 

Congruity between 

Celebrities 

.475 .135 .418 3.508 .001 
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